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Thls paper is concerned with the predator-prey equations simulatimg an immume respouse 

which G. I. Bell and G. H. Pfimbley, Jr. studled. Im [1], G. H. Pimbley, Jr. has showm that the 

a rbranchimg of the periodic solutions of this equations appears. In this paper, it will be showm 

that the 1 1 - and 1 3-branching appears under Inore restricted comditioEns. 

S 1. Imtroduction 

In this paper we are concerned with the ~1- and A2-branching of the following 

system 

= u [ - A2 - kA2u + k(cc2 - h2) v - 2 koc 

uv d s e
 

d v 

ds ~v[A k(oc A )u+kh )u+k~ v] (1) 
where o(1 >0, oc2 >0, ~1 >0, ~2>0, 6>0 and k>0. 

For the role of the variables u, v and s, and the parameters ocl' oc2' A1' A2, O and 

k, see [1]. 

Every point of intersection of the two curves 

_ A2(1 + ku) 

v- k(Qe -A - oc (2a) )
 

2 2 62u 
l
 v=k~ [~h +k(oc ~ )u] (2b) 

is the singular point of the system . From equations (2), we can obtain that the vertical 

coordinates of the points of intersection of curves (2) satisfy the following quadratic 

equation 

kAloc2 v2 hloe2 O ~ k(ccl ~A1)(oc2-~2) -kAlh2- v+h20cl =0 (3) O
 

We will need the following condition ; 
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(A) The two intersections of (2) exist in the set A = {(u, v) ; u ~ O, v ~ O} 

We will need the following 

LEMMA. Fix the parameters ocl' oc2, ~l' A2 and k such that ocl>~l+~2, oc2>A1 

+~2' There exists a value eo~eb(ccl' oc2, ~l" A2, k) such that if e>eo' then assump-

tion (A) is satisfied for the parameters c~l' oc2, ~l' ~2, e and k. 

PROOF. Let us consider the function B=B(ocl, cc2, A1' ~2, 6, k) and D=D(cel' 

oc2, ~l' ~2, e, k) defined by 

B(ocl' oe2, ~l' ~2, e, k) =k(ocl~~i) (oe2-h ) kAl~2 ~loe2 (4) 
e
 

b(Qcl' oc2,'~1'~2, e k) =B2 - 4kocloc2Al~2 ' (5) 

From that B(ocl' oc2, ~l' A2, e, k) and D(oel' o(2, hl' ~2, e, k) are monotone increasing 

functions of e and that ocl > ~l' we obtain this lemma. 

Denote by (uf' vf) the singular point that is the intersection of the two curves, 

of which vertical coordinates is smaller than the other. By s9lving (2), we have 

vf = 

kO(oc ~ )(oc -~1) ~oc2A1 ~ke~l~2 -~{kO(oc2 -A2) -oc2~l~kO~lh2}2 4kocloc2Al~ e 

2koc2~l 

(6) 

For the system we define the function F=F(ocl' Qc2, ~l' ~2, e k) by 

F(oel' cc2, ~l' ~2, e, k) = ufA2 + oc62 ufvf ~ vfhl' 

G. H. Pimbley, Jr. [1] proved 

THEOREM. Let condition (A) be satisfied for all the parameters. 

(i) If F changes its signature from positive (negative) to negative (positive), 

then the branching of the periodic solutions which are asymptotically orbitally 

stable from the constant solution (uf' vf) appear (vanish) at the zeros of F. 

(ii) If F changes its signature from positive to negative as one parameter is 

increas~d (decreased) with other parametersfixed, then the direction of the branching 

is towards higher (lower) values of the parameter; i.e. a right (left) branching with 

respect to the parameter. 

REMARK. For the more realistic model simulating an immune response, see [2] . 
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S 2. ~1~ amd ~2-bramchimg 

From (2a), we obtain 

h2uf+ oc02 ufvf=(oc2-~2)vf~ ~k 

Thus we have the following 

LEMMA 1. F=(ce2-~2-~l)vf Ak2 . . 
, * * (7) 

We will need the following 

LEMMA 2. Fix the parameters ocl' oc2, A2 and k such' that ocl>0c2, oc2>~2' 
There exists a value el=el(cel' oe2, ~2, k) such that if e>01' then condition (A) is 

satisfied for every ~l such t/･rat 0

PROoF. Since B(ocl' oc2, ~l' ~2, O, k) is a monotone decreasmg function of ~l and 

(oe2 oA2)oc~, we obtain the' inequality 
B(ocl' oc2, oc2 - ~~, A2,' O, k) = k(oc2 -A2) (ocl ~ oc2) -

(.oc2 - A2)~e2. There exists a value ' e Stich B(ocl' ~2, ~l' ~2, e k)>k(oc '-A )(oc -oc2)-

that if e>03, then B(ccl' oc2, ~i, h2, O, k)>0. Let us consider the function D(ocl' oc2, 

A1' ~2, O, k). Also about D, there exists a value 04 such that if O > e4, then .D >.O. 

Define O1 = O1(ocl~ oc2, ~2, k) by el fmax{e3, e4}･ The proof' is completed 

Thus we the following 

THEOREl~; 1. . Fix the parameters ocl' oc2, ~2 and k such that ocl>0e2, oc2>~2' 

Fix the parameter e such that e>01=01(ccl' o(2, A2, k). . If there exists a value ~~ 

such th.at F(ocl' oc2, ~~, ~2, e, k)>0, then there exists a value ~~ such that ~~

~2, F(ocl' oc2, ~~, A2, e, k)=0 and as ~l is increased through ),i, F(ocl, oc2, ~l' ~2, e, k) 

changes its signature froln positive to negative; i.e. a A1~(right)-branching appears 

at hll' 

PRooF. Lemma 2 shows that hl can be increased to oc2 - A2, satisfying assump-

tion (A). From the boundedness of vf' we obtain 

lim F=- ~2 
A1*a2-A2 k 

This shows the existence of a value ~ll ' 

Similarly to Lemma 2 and Theorem I , we can prove the followmg 

LBMMA 3 Flx the parameters ocl' oc2, ~l and k such that ~l>0c2, oc2>hl' 
There exists a value e2 = 62(ocl' oc2, hi., k) such that if e > e2, then , condiijon (A) ~is 

satisfied for every h2 such that 0
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THEOREM 2. Fix the parameters ocl' oc2, A1 and k such that ocl>0e2, oc2>~l 

Fix the parameter O such that e>e2=02(ocl' cc2, ~l' k). If there exists a value h~ 

such that F(ocl' oc2, A1, ~~, O, k)>0, then there exists a value ~~ such that A~ 

~l' F(ocl' c(2, ~l' ~~, O, k)=0 and as A2 is increased through A~. F(ocl'Qc ~ A 
2, 1, 2, 

O, k) changes its signature froln positive to negative; i.e. a ~2-(.righ,t)-branching 

appears at hl2 ~ Define the function G = G(ocl' oc2' ~2, e, k) by kO(oc2 -A2)(oc2 - ocl)+0c~･ The con-

sideration of F in the neighborhood of A I = O gives the following 

THEOREM 3. Fix the parameters ocl' oc2, ~2, k such, that oc2>h2, ocl>A2' If 

th,ere exists a value ~~ and e such that 0>00=eo(oel, oc2, h~, )･2, k), F(ocl' oc2, ~~, 

A2, e, k)

0, then there exists a value Ai such that 0~~, F(ai, oc2, ~l' A2, e, k)=0 and as ~l is decreased through A~, F(ocl, oc2, ~l' ~2, O, k) 

changes its signature from negative to positive; i.e. a ~i-(right)-branching vanishes 

at hll' 

PRooF. From that B(oci, oc2, hl' h2, e, k) and D(ocl, oc2, hl' h2, e, k) are monotone 

decreasing functions of hl' it follows that h I can be decreased satisfying assumption (A) 

dF Notice that the function F rs considered as a function of h only and that dA1 (oci, Qc2, 

A
 O A2, O, k) =k2eoel(oe22 - h2)2 G(ocl' oc2, ~2, 6 k) The conditlon that G>0 completes 

the proof. 

Define the function H = H(ocl' oc2, 6, k) by 2kO(oc2 - ocl)+0c2' Similarly to Theorem 

3, we can prove the following 

THEOREM 4. Fix the parameters ocl' cc2, A2' and k such that cc2 >~2, ocl>A2 

If there exists a value ).~ and O such that 0>e0=eo(ccl, oc2. A1' ~~, k), F(ocl' oc2, A1' 

~~, O, k)

0, then there exists a value h~ such that 0F(ocl' oc2, hl' A2, O, k)=0 and as ~2 is decreased through ~~, F(ocl' oc2, A1' oc2, O, k) 

changes its signature from negative to positive; i.e. a ~2-(right)-branch,ing vanishes 

at hl2' 

REMARK. We give an example of parameters which satisfy the assumption of 

Theorem 3 ; cel=0.7, oe2 =0.699, hl=0.3, h2 =0.3, 0=1000, k=1. For this example, 

we get F= - 0.005315 and G =0.089601. 
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